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SQZ Biotechnologies is a clinical-stage cell therapy company with two 
Ph1 assets in HPV+ tumors that are based on the Cell Squeeze platform. 
The platform is divided into APCs, AACs & TACs, which stimulate im-
mune activation, antigen delivery & tolerization using natural mecha-
nisms. The APC process is capable of directly engineering MHC Class I 
presentation & co-stimulation in a physiologically relevant manner to 
generate CD8+ T cell responses. 

The process forces cells through a narrow microfluidic channel which 
temporarily opens pores in the cells, thereby allowing cargo to be deliv-
ered. Cargo can include nucleic acids, peptides, proteins, gene editing 
complexes and small molecules among others and can be delivered to 
over 25 mammalian cell types.  

SQZ’ lead programs are targeting HPV+ solid tumors in two trials using 
the APC & AAC platforms. Each trial is in Ph1. SQZ is partnering with 
Roche and has an agreement to receive future milestones and royalties.  
Other potential indications which may advance to the clinic include HBV, 
KRAS mutant solid tumors, celiac disease, T1D and rapid response vaccines. 

52-Week High 35.17 
52-Week Low 11.15 
One-Year Return (%) -61.3 
Beta N/A 
Average Daily Volume (sh) 59,893 
  
Shares Outstanding (mil) 28.1 
Market Capitalization ($mil) 336.8 
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Institutional Ownership (%) 73.1 
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Annual Cash Dividend  $0.00 
Dividend Yield (%)  0.00 
  
5-Yr. Historical Growth Rates  
    Sales (%) N/A 
    Earnings Per Share (%) N/A 
    Dividend (%)   N/A 
  

P/E using TTM EPS N/A 

P/E using 2020 Estimate N/A 

P/E using 2021 Estimate N/A 
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ZACKS ESTIMATES 
 

Revenue  
(In millions of USD) 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Year 

 (Mar) (Jun) (Sep) (Dec) (Dec) 

2020 $6.4 A $6.0 A $6.1 A $2.5 A $21.0 A 

2021 $5.5 A $4.5 A $4.8 A $4.5 E $19.2 E 

2022     $18.0 E 

2023     $20.0 E 
 

Earnings per Share 
 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Year 

2020 -$6.09 A -$5.74 A -$7.03 A -$1.08 A -$9.35 A 

2021 -$0.59 A -$0.68 A -$0.80 A -$0.60 E -$2.68 E 

2022     -$2.63 E 

2023     -$2.22 E 

      

 
  

 
  

 
 
 

Based on our DCF model and a 15% discount rate, SQZ is val-
ued at approximately $30.00 per share.  Our model applies a 
11% probability of ultimate approval and commercialization for 
products manufactured with the Cell Squeeze® process.  The 
model includes contributions from the United States and around 
the globe. 
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INITIATION 
 
We are initiating coverage of SQZ Biotechnologies Company (NYSE: SQZ) with a current valuation of $30.00 per 
share.  This present value is based on our estimates for a successful development of the Antigen Presenting Cell 
(APC), Activating Antigen Carrier (AAC) and Tolerizing Antigen Carrier (TAC) platforms in HPV positive solid tumors 
and other indications including hepatitis B, celiac disease and type 1 diabetes. 
 
By serendipitous circumstance while attempting to shoot compounds into cells using a miniature gun, SQZ CEO, 
Armon Sharei, and his team at Massachusetts Institute of Technology discovered that the membranes of cells pass-
ing through a tight constriction would perforate and allow desired cargo to enter.  This realization opened up new 
frontiers in drug delivery that had not been possible using other popular technologies such as viral vectors, lipid na-
noparticles and electroporation.  Each of the other leading delivery technologies present shortcomings in terms of 
particle type, cell viability or delivery efficiency that can potentially be effectively addressed by the Cell Squeeze 
technology.   
 
SQZ has developed a relatively simple device that may not require cleanroom capacity in its ultimate form.  After 
withdrawing cells from a patient, the cell squeeze process passes them through a constriction in solution with the 
desired antigen or cargo.  As the cells pass through the narrow channel, mechanical deformation disrupts the mem-
brane sufficiently to allow antigens to enter into the cell through diffusion.  In the APC platform, the presence of the 
antigen inside the cell enables its efficient MHC-I presentation which stimulates an antigen specific CD8 T cell re-
sponse.  The TAC platform squeezes antigens of interest with red blood cells which, when phagocytosed, produce 
antigen-specific tolerance and tolerization against damaging immune responses.  The AAC platform is similar in de-
sign to the TAC platform in that it squeezes material into red blood cells, but also adds an adjuvant.  A next-
generation approach, designated enhanced APC (eAPC), is now being developed in the lab and uses mRNA to 
produce desired antigens.  Cell Squeeze is applied to one or more mRNA cargos which are delivered into target 
cells.  The mRNA is then translated into the desired antigen or protein, which can then express multiple signals to 
improve T cell response. 
 
SQZ expects to enter into multiple confirmatory trials over the next two years.  As there are no approved therapies 
in many SQZ’ anticipated indications and settings, we expect expedited treatment by the FDA.  SQZ has two clini-
cal-stage programs, one using the APC and the other using the AAC platform.  Each of the platforms has a candi-
date targeting HPV+ solid tumors being investigated in Phase I trials.  The third most advanced candidate is the 
subject of an investigational new drug (IND) application which is in development for clinical work with enhanced 
APCs (eAPCs) and is expected to be submitted before year end.  Other programs that are in preclinical develop-
ment include TAC efforts in celiac disease and type 1 diabetes (T1D) as well as infection disease targets in hepatitis 
B virus (HBV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).   
 
Roche has joined SQZ in its development of APCs in cancer indications.  In 2015 Roche entered into its first collab-
oration with SQZ.  Another deal was signed in 2017 which included a $5 million upfront and additional reimburse-
ment and milestone funds.  The original agreement was expanded in 2018 where Roche was granted option rights 
for an exclusive license to develop oncology products using the APC platform.  The 2018 agreement included a $45 
million upfront, follow-on milestones that may exceed $1 billion and royalties on products sold by the large pharma 
partner.  Several of the earliest milestones on the first antigen related to trial launch have already been paid and 
other milestones are expected in the near term.   
 
SQZ offers a platform technology that is applicable to a broad variety of diseases.  The company’s most advanced 
efforts are in oncology, specifically in HPV positive solid tumors.  The Cell Squeeze pipeline also offers earlier stage 
opportunities in KRAS mutant solid tumors, chronic hepatitis B virus, rapid response vaccines, celiac disease, type 
1 diabetes and many other cancers and infectious diseases once the platform is validated.  In contrast to other au-
tologous cell therapies which can require multiple weeks of manufacturing, Cell Squeeze requires only 24 hours.  
SQZ is working on a closed-loop, point of care system which will even further reduce the vein-to-vein time for the 
therapy and the number of required sterility and other release testing panels.   
 
If Cell Squeeze proves to be successful in its initial indications, its ability to work in multiple cell types, deliver a 
broad selection of cargos and the capacity to be scaled make it a formidable entrant in the therapeutic space.  If it 
can prove the concept in HPV positive cancers, we anticipate a rapid move into KRAS and other cancers to take 
advantage of this low cost and straightforward approach to cell therapy and immunotherapy.  Future work can ex-
pand into autoimmune disease, infectious disease and immune tolerance.   
 

 

https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_downloads/poster_publications/2020/11/SITC-2020-SQZ-AAC-Poster-K.-Blagovic-FINAL.pdf
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Our valuation approach assumes a modest penetration into a number of markets including HPV positive tumors, 
HVB, celiac disease and T1D assuming a reasonable probability of success guided by historical precedent.  
 
On September 30, 2021, SQZ held $164.3 million in cash on its balance sheet augmented by a $55.6 million contri-
bution in net cash from financing year to date.  The company holds sufficient cash to fund operations until the first 
half of 2023.  SQZ will be eligible for additional milestones from Roche upon the start of the combination with 
checkpoint inhibitors in its clinical trial and a decision by Roche to advance an HPV candidate with the APC plat-
form.  SQZ holds no debt.  We expect the company to consume approximately $20 million in cash per quarter for 
the remainder of 2021 with modest growth in 2022 to reflect the funding of additional programs.   
 
Key reasons to own SQZ Biotech shares: 

 Cell Squeeze offers solutions in multiple conditions 

o Cancer 

o Autoimmune Disease 

o Infectious Disease 

 Cell Squeeze provides advantages vs conventional delivery methods 

o Reduced cell toxicity and off-target effects 

o Minimal disruption of cellular function 

o Editing efficiencies with preserved function 

o Minimal effect on viability, baseline gene expression & cell function 

o Fewer limitations on diversity of cargo 

 Rapid turnaround time 

o High volume of throughput and 24 hour treatment manufacturing time 

o Vein to vein time of one week 

o Potential for point of care Cell Squeeze instrument 

 High levels of scalability 

o Billions of cells can be engineered in a manufacturing run 

 Enhanced APCs (eAPCs) offer next generation features 

o Multiple mRNA as cargo 

o Broader antigen repertoire 

o Potential for combination-like functionality 

 Inexpensive, high-yield process 

 Global agreement with Roche for candidate development 
 
In the following sections we provide a background on cell therapy, review the Cell Squeeze technology, elaborate 
on SQZ’ three platforms and discuss its leading indication in human papillomavirus (HPV)-related solid tumors.  The 
report will provide detail on the two active Phase I trials and their design and data generated to date.  The 
arrangement with Roche will also be detailed.  Discussion of SQZ’ intellectual property, peers and competitors, 
recent financial and operational results, milestones and management profiles is included.  We then outline the risks 
pertinent to biotech companies and SQZ specifically prior to our discussion of the assumptions behind our 
valuation.   
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Cell Therapy, Technology Candidates & Indications 
 

Cell Therapy 
 
Cell therapy is the transfer of cells to a patient.  It replaces damaged or defective cells with new or modified ones 
from either patient (autologous) or donor (allogeneic) sources.  The approach can also enhance healthy cells imbu-
ing them with desired characteristics.  Some of the earliest examples of cell therapy were blood transfusions that 
took place in ancient Rome and persisted all the way up to the Renaissance.  Despite the longstanding delivery of 
animal or allogeneic blood into human patients (it was frequently swallowed and sometimes injected), the need to 
match species and blood type was not recognized in these early attempts.  In the 19th century, science inconsistent-
ly advanced to develop approaches that offered a therapeutic effect.  One example is French physiologist and neu-
rologist Charles-Édouard Brown-Séquard who improved the science of transfusions; however, he also unsuccess-
fully used animal cellular extracts to treat male aging.  Fast forward to the middle of the 20th century and cell therapy 
began to rapidly build on accumulated successes.  The art of cell therapy shifted to bone marrow transplants and by 
this time, physicians had recognized the importance of matching the genetic background of donors and patients.  
Despite all that had been learned, success rates for bone marrow transplants in leukemia were low, even as work 
progressed into the 21st century.  In other areas, cell therapy had progressed to more concrete achievements such 
as in chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR T) cell and tumor infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) therapy to a point where it 
could save lives with a high degree of success.   
 
As the first decade of the 2000s ended, an explosion of cell therapies emerged to a point substantially more ad-
vanced than blood transfusion.  Modern cell therapies have expanded with substantial diversity in methods and 
usually include some type of modification of the cell either ex vivo or in the patient.  Some of the leading examples 
include regenerative medicine, hematopoietic stem cell transplant, bone formation, T cell therapy, organogenesis 
and tissue regrowth.   
 
Cells play numerous roles in the body and in addition to delivering oxygen and nutrients to where they are needed, 
they also support immunity.  The human body has about 200 different types of cells that perform the necessary 
functions of keeping the body alive.  Cells of the immune system are particularly important as they protect an indi-
vidual from pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, parasites and fungi as well as fight disease causing changes in 
other cells such as cancer.  The key cells that play a role in immunity include white blood cells or leukocytes, phag-
ocytes and lymphocytes.  Lymphocytes can be divided into two groups, B cells and T cells with the latter further 
subdivided into “killer” or cytotoxic (CD8+) T cells, helper (CD4+) T cells and regulatory T cells (T regs). 
 
In cell therapy, the discipline seeks to insert foreign matter inside a cell for a therapeutic effect and many therapeu-
tic entities are designed to modulate intracellular components.  The act of transferring desired material to the inside 
of a cell has been achieved through the use of endocytosis, electroporation, encapsulation, conjugate mediated de-
livery, membrane fusion, receptor mediated uptake, glucose transporters or viral vectors among other methods.  
These approaches have limitations on what types of cells can be targeted, the size and type of cargo and the im-
pact on the function of the modified cell.  The most widely used approaches are electroporation and viral vectors.   
 
Electroporation applies an electrical field in order to open pores in cell membranes allowing the transfer of desired 
material across the barrier.  The process can deliver chemicals, drugs, DNA, plasmids and other proteins.  One of 
the limitations of this approach is that a relatively large proportion of the cells can die after being exposed to the 
electrical charge.  Furthermore, gene expression can be negatively affected and cells can become dysfunctional.  
Cargo type is another limiting factor and only smaller, highly charged molecules are appropriate such as mRNA and 
DNA.  Larger proteins and antibodies are not amenable to transiting the cell membrane using electroporation. 
 
Viral gene delivery systems take advantage of viruses’ natural ability to enter a cell.  There are DNA, RNA and on-
colytic-based delivery systems that are able to be transduced into a host cell using the vector.  Commonly used vi-
ruses include retrovirus, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus and herpes simplex virus.  Viral delivery has several 
shortcomings; payloads are limited to genetic material of finite length and viral infection can trigger cellular immune 
defense. 
 
Emerging on the scene in 2013, another technology able to cross the cell membrane called Cell Squeeze was de-
veloped by Armon Sharei and Andrea Adamo in the Langer and Jensen lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.  The procedure forces cells through a narrow channel in a process that disrupts the cell membrane creating 
large, temporary pores through which payloads can diffuse.  After exit from the channel, the pores close and the 
cell’s membrane reforms.  This approach addresses several of the flaws in electroporation and viral gene delivery. 
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Cell Membrane 
 

Exhibit I - Cell and Membrane1 

 
 
  The cell membrane consists of a lipid 

bilayer that is dynamic and fluid, and 
self-assembled from phospholipids.  
Thus, the cell membrane is also known 
as a phospholipid bilayer.  The hydro-
philic (water loving) ends of the phos-
pholipids face toward the inside and 
outside of the cell, while the hydropho-
bic (water fearing) tails of the phospho-
lipids line the interior of the membrane 
itself.  The layer separates the interior 
of the cell from the outside environment 
and protects internal structures.  It is 
semi-permeable, allowing some mole-
cules across while prohibiting others.   

 
 

 

             Exhibit II - Minimal Side Effects for Cell Squeeze vs. Electroporation2 

  
 
Estimates for cellular perforation sealing, in 
general, range from seconds to hours,3 vary-
ing by the type and extent of damage to the 
cell.  SQZ microfluidic parameters have been 
optimized empirically based on analysis of 
cell viability and function; the SQZ process 
maximizes the number of viable, functioning 
and successfully antigen-introduced cells.  
Early work in 2014 suggested a membrane 
recovery time in as little as 15-30 seconds 
with the addition of calcium ions, a mem-
brane repair signaling agent, in the surround-
ing buffer.4  Other approaches, such as elec-
troporation, often irreversibly damages the 
cells, requiring a larger number of cells to 
produce an effective end product.5 
 

 

  

 

                                                 
1 Cell Membrane (Plasma Membrane) (genome.gov) 
2 Hanson, J. et al. SQZ Microfluidic Platform Enables Delivery of Gene Editing Materials and Transduction of Difficult to Engineer Cell Types 
While Preserving Cell Phenotype and Function. Refer to poster for additional discussion of  
3 Tang, S. K. Y., & Marshall, W. F. (2017). Self-repairing cells: How single cells heal membrane ruptures and restore lost structures. Science, 
356(6342), 1022–1025. doi:10.1126/science.aam6496  
4 Sharei A et al. 2014 Integrative Biology 
5 Electroporation | Thermo Fisher Scientific - US 

https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/Cell-Membrane
https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_downloads/poster_publications/Keystone-Engineering-the-Genome-2020-Poster-J.-Hanson.pdf
https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_downloads/poster_publications/Keystone-Engineering-the-Genome-2020-Poster-J.-Hanson.pdf
https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/references/gibco-cell-culture-basics/transfection-basics/transfection-methods/electroporation.html
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Exhibit III - Early SQZ Microfluidics Prototype6 

 
 
Microfluidics 
 
Microfluidics is a discipline involving small scale fluid control and manipulation.  The ability to manipulate fluids at a 
micro scale enables technology such as lab-on-a-chip, where minimal sample volume and reagents can be used for 
analysis.  The microfluidic channels are typically molded or engraved.  The microfluidic device typically interfaces 
with other instrumentation, or with the user, via larger holes and wells.  Once loaded, the device can engage in au-
tomated control of the fluid for the intended purpose of the microfluidic device.  Microfluidics can be combined with 
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) that provide sensing, through nanosensors, and control of the device, 
through microcontrollers.  Among applications of microfluidics are organs-on-chips and 3D cell culture microdevices 
that reproduce key functions of organs.  Another is droplet microfluidics, where droplets of very precise size can be 
created, each housing an individual reaction or experiment.  Microfluidics can even include opto- and acoustofluid-
ics, harnessing light and sound physics for further utility.7    
 
Cell Squeeze® 
 
SQZ’ application of microfluidics leverages very narrow diameter channels that deform a cell as it passes through, 
creating an opportunity for rapid processing of cells where payload is delivered into the interior of the cell via diffu-
sion.  In addition, SQZ microfluidics feature very high flow rate and parallelized channels that enable rapid pro-
cessing that can squeeze up to 10 billion patient cells per minute. 
 

Exhibit IV - Cell Squeeze Steps8 

 
 
According to art described in the 20200362293 patent application, the Cell Squeeze platform uses a microfluidic 
channel of diameter less than that of the cell.  The method may be able to achieve a success rate in greater than 
50% of the cells squeezed, with >95% of the modified cells viable and functioning.  The process calls for the cells to 

                                                 
6 Sharei A et al. 2014 Integrative Biology 
7 Microfluidics: A general overview of microfluidics - Elveflow 
8 Our Technology | SQZ Biotech 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200362293A1/en?oq=20200362293
https://www.elveflow.com/microfluidic-reviews/general-microfluidics/a-general-overview-of-microfluidics/
https://sqzbiotech.com/our-technology/
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be squeezed which permeabilizes the membrane thereby allowing diffusion of a homogeneous solution of payload 
into the cell.  This ensures that every cell acquires a consistent and desired amount of the payload.   
 
SQZ microfluidics can deliver a variety of payloads including small molecules, nucleic acids, and even large pro-
teins including whole antibodies.  Early work suggested that the Cell Squeeze process introduced openings as large 
as 200 nm.9  For reference, whole antibody dimensions are on the order of 15 nm.  Furthermore, multiple payloads 
can be delivered.  Another feature of the technology is that SQZ is agnostic of cell type.  In comparison, viral strate-
gies can only deliver genetic material, are expensive to produce, and can be limited in the cells they can transduct.   
 
The primary cost driver for cell therapies is the cleanroom capacity required to process the cells.  Cleanroom opera-
tion, utilities maintenance and personnel can run up to $1 million per month.  Other cell therapies, such as CAR T 
cell production take several weeks to produce whereas Cell Squeeze is able to complete manufacturing of multiple 
therapeutic doses in 24 hours.  This shortened time frame can substantially reduce the cost of manufactured Cell 
Squeeze product versus other cell therapies.  In future iterations of the technology, SQZ aims to engineer an on-
site, closed system, where the patient’s cells are processed entirely within the device.  The closed system may sim-
plify the testing related to contamination and facility current good manufacturing practices (cGMP).  An on-site sys-
tem will further reduce vein-to-vein duration by eliminating the travel time between the hospital and manufacturing 
facility.  If successful, SQZ could dramatically lower the stratospheric cost of cell therapy and perhaps also the cost 
to the patient. 
 
APC/eAPC, AAC, and TAC 
 
SQZ’ platform has enabled the engineering of a variety of cell types and immunomodulation strategies.  These in-
clude Antigen Presenting Cells (APC), enhanced APC (eAPC), Activating Antigen Carriers (AAC), and Tolerizing 
Antigen Carriers (TAC). 
 
The platforms center on immunotherapy.  In the cancer indications, Cell Squeeze inserts an antigen which seeks to 
elicit a response from the immune system in the APC, eAPC and AAC platforms.  In the TAC immune tolerance ap-
proach, the antigen seeks to increase the prevalence of T regulatory cells and delete or anergize antigen specific 
CD8+ and CD4+ T cells which can suppress immune responses.   
 

Exhibit V - SQZ Candidate Pipeline10 

 
 
Immunotherapy and the Immune System in Cancer 
Immunotherapy is a treatment of a disease by either activating or suppressing an individual’s immune system.  In 
cancer, a normally functioning immune system provides checks and balances to suppress the formation of tumors.  

                                                 
9 Sharei A et al. 2014 Integrative Biology 
10 SQZ Investor Deck November 2021 

https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_presentations/2021/11/SQZ-Investor-Deck-FINAL-11.23.2021.pdf
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However, cancer cells are sometimes able to evade the body’s innate immune response and proliferate.11  Immuno-
therapy is able to reset the immune system and either awaken its ability to recognize tumor markers or block the 
cancer’s ability to appear harmless.  There are many types of immunotherapy including immune checkpoint inhibi-
tors, T cell transfer therapy, immune system modulators, cancer vaccines and others.   
 
During the early stages of tumorigenesis, immune cells, such as natural killer (NK) and CD8+ T cells, recognize and 
eliminate cancer cells that are easily detected, leaving the more elusive and aggressive ones behind.  The survivors 
may harbor mutations that restrict the expression of cancer antigens on the cell surface, and are thus unrecogniza-
ble to the immune system.  In this case, the tumor may grow undetected only to be later discovered by the patient 
or physician.   
 
The role of T cells is to attack, recruit other immune cells and regulate the immune response to bacteria, viruses 
and cancer.  Depending on the situation, T cells can either have inflammatory or anti-inflammatory effect.  During 
early stages of tumorigenesis, depending on the production threshold of immunogenic antigens, naïve T cells will be 
primed and migrate to the tumor as tumor infiltrating lymphocytes where they will eliminate immunogenic cancer 
cells.  These T cells can also penetrate and reside in the core of the tumor and a high level of T cell infiltration is as-
sociated with favorable prognosis in a multitude of solid tumors.  CD8+ T cells are the most prominent anti-cancer 
immune cells, and upon priming and activation by APCs, the CD8+ T cells differentiate into cytotoxic T lymphocytes 
(CTLs) that go on to destroy tumor cells.  Non-immunogenic cancer cells and tumors evade immunity by exploiting 
immunosuppressive properties of T cells while impairing effector T cell function, namely tumor infiltration, survival, 
proliferation and cytotoxicity.  These T cells can only function based on their ability to recognize the cancer cell as 
pathological and the tumor must lack the ability to suppress the T cell’s (and other immune cells’) cytotoxic re-
sponse.  Peripheral tolerance (protection against autoimmunity) is conferred through immune checkpoints.  Two 
common checkpoints that appear on T cells and are used by evading cancer cells are CTLA-4 and PD-1 that act as 
negative regulators of T cell function.  Cancer cells can express the ligand that binds to these checkpoints, thereby 
evading detection.  
 
Various strategies have been developed to improve immune cell performance and circumvent cancer immune toler-
ance including checkpoint inhibitor antibodies and use of engineered anti-tumor immune cells including T cells.12  T 
cells can be taken from the patient’s body, modified, and reintroduced with the ability to better recognize and kill 
cancer cells.  Genes encoding antigen receptors can be introduced to the autologous T cells that are then expand-
ed and reintroduced to the patient.  T cells can be genetically engineered to express chimeric antigen receptors 
(CARs) to target specific antigens on the cancer cells.  This CAR can bypass the T cell’s suppression signaling 
pathways, denying the opportunity for the tumor to deactivate the T cell.   
 
Another way to target and activate T cells is via Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs).  APCs utilize endogenous (natu-
ral) pathways to activate T cells and trigger their expansion or proliferation.  Antigens are delivered into cells using 
Cell Squeeze where cytosolic delivery of the antigens enables major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-I presenta-
tion and activates the patient’s endogenous CD8+ T cell response. 
 
Antigen Presenting Cells 
In general, APCs utilize three basic signals to activate T cells: MHC-antigen complexes, costimulatory molecules, 
and immune modulating compounds.13  T cells are activated by APCs through a combination of these signals.  SQZ 
utilizes APCs to provoke a strong response from CD8+ T cells.  By leveraging APCs, Cell Squeeze seeks to elicit 
protective immune memory for durable remission.  T cells normally rely on APCs to become activated via MHC14 
Class I interaction, making APCs, rather than the T cells, a primary driver of immunogenicity.  Both Type 1 and 
Type 2 MHC complexes are transmembrane glycoprotein dimers that differ in structure.15  APCs typically source 
their presented antigens from the cytosol via endocytosis.  However, the process typically results in MHC Type 2 
presentation, resulting in CD4+ helper T cell activation.  Some CD8+ T cells will become activated as well through 
MHC Type 1 presentation (cross-presentation) but this is inefficient when CD8+ T cell activation is the primary goal.  
Squeezing produces CD8+ T cell activation 1,000-fold more efficiently than endocytosis and cross-presentation. 
 

                                                 
11 Gonzalez, H., Hagerling, C., & Werb, Z. (2018). Roles of the immune system in cancer: from tumor initiation to metastatic progression. Genes 
& development, 32(19-20), 1267–1284. https://doi.org/10.1101/gad.314617.118 
12 Feins S, Kong W, Williams EF, Milone MC, Fraietta JA. An introduction to chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell immunotherapy for human 
cancer. Am J Hematol. 2019 May;94(S1):S3-S9. doi: 10.1002/ajh.25418. Epub 2019 Feb 18. PMID: 30680780. 
13 Feins S, Kong W, Williams EF, Milone MC, Fraietta JA. An introduction to chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell immunotherapy for human 
cancer. Am J Hematol. 2019 May;94(S1):S3-S9. doi: 10.1002/ajh.25418. Epub 2019 Feb 18. PMID: 30680780. 
14 Major Histocompatibility Complex  
15 14.2 Major Histocompatibility Complexes and Antigen-Presenting Cells – Allied Health Microbiology (oregonstate.education) 

https://open.oregonstate.education/microbiology/chapter/18-2major-histocompatibility-complexes-and-antigen-presenting-cells/
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Exhibit VI - T Cell Activation, SQZ vs Cross-presentation16 

 
 
SQZ-APC-HPV 
 
SQZ’ lead APC candidate is SQZ-APC-HPV, indicated in HPV+ solid tumors.  SQZ is pursuing HPV+ cancer based 
on the unmet need in a global disease.  HPV+ cancers are also well-studied, providing standardized markers of 
success for the company’s work.  HPV+ tumors in patients that are HLA-A*02+ have been extensively researched 
and there are many known biomarkers that can be leveraged to assess therapeutic activity and monitor patient met-
rics.  Demonstrating efficacy in HPV serves as excellent proof of concept for this novel technology and has applica-
tions in multiple solid tumor types.  SQZ’ candidate is being evaluated in a Phase I study and has licensed certain 
commercialization rights to Roche.  The cells are engineered, autologous peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) squeezed with HPV+ solid tumor specific antigens.  Squeezing, in contrast to other delivery methods, en-
ables robust MHC-I presentation of the target and drives activation of the patient’s endogenous CD8+ T cells 
against the HPV+ tumor cells.   

Human Papillomavirus 
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) is a group of viruses that infect the skin, especially in moist areas of the body.  HPV 
infection is a sexually transmitted disease, manifesting in the genitals (vulva, vagina, penis and anus).  HPV is also 
a leading cause of oropharyngeal cancer.17  HPV is thought to be responsible for more than 90% of anal and cervi-
cal cancers, about 70% of vaginal and vulvar cancers and 60% of penile cancer, and about 60% to 70% of cancers 
of the oropharynx.18  Cervical and oropharyngeal cancers have the highest incidence among HPV+ cancers.19   
 
Epidemiology  
According to the CDC, HPV is estimated to cause over 45,000 cancer cases every year in the US, and it is estimat-
ed that nearly 80 million Americans are infected and 14 million become infected each year.20  90% of new HPV in-
fections resolve on their own, but those that persist and remain dormant can lead to warts and cancer.  Including 
the most prevalent HPV+ cancers, based on SEER data and prevalence numbers provided by the CDC, we calcu-
late a slightly higher incidence of about 58,000 cases per year in the US.   
 

Exhibit VII - SEER Prevalence Estimates, HPV+ Cancers21 

Cancer 2021 Prevalence Attributable to HPV (%) Attributable to HPV (#) 

Anus 9,090 90% 8,181 

Cervix 14,480 90% 13,032 

Oropharynx 54,010 60% 32,406 

Vulvar 6,120 70% 4,284 

Total 83,700 69% 57,903 

 

                                                 
16 SQZ FY:20 10-K 
17 HPV and Oropharyngeal Cancer | CDC 
18 Cancers Associated with Human Papillomavirus (HPV) | CDC 
19 Cancers Caused by HPV | Human Papillomavirus (HPV) | CDC 
20 Types of Human Papillomavirus | NYU Langone Health 
21 Compiled by Zacks analyst from SEER data. Source: SEER   CDC 

https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04084951
https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/basic_info/hpv_oropharyngeal.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/basic_info/cancers.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/hpv/parents/cancer.html
https://nyulangone.org/conditions/human-papillomavirus-in-adults/types
https://seer.cancer.gov/statfacts/more.html
https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/basic_info/cancers.htm
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HPV Types 
There are over 150 types of HPV, with 40 that can spread through sexual contact.  90% of warts are caused by 
HPV low-risk strains type 6 and 11.  There are at least 12 high-risk strains of HPV with two in particular, type 16 and 
18, causing the majority of HPV+ cancers.  SQZ is targeting HPV-16, namely with E6 and E7 oncoprotein antigens 
squeezed into APCs. 

Symptoms, Diagnosis & Standard of Care 
HPV+ cancers occur in various parts of the body.  Symptoms of oropharyngeal cancer include sore throat, pain or 
difficulty swallowing, trouble opening the mouth and moving the tongue, unexplained weight loss, changes in voice 
timbre, ear pain, physical mass in the back of throat, mouth, or neck, coughing blood and discolored patch on 
tongue or lining of mouth.22  Diagnosis begins with a physician survey and is confirmed with biopsy.  This may be 
facilitated by imaging techniques such as PET,23 CT24 or MRI25 scanning.  Treatment of oropharyngeal cancer com-
prises surgery, radio- and chemotherapy, targeted drug therapy and immunotherapy.26  Early stages of oropharyn-
geal cancer are typically treated with surgery and/or radiation.  Later stages may recruit biologics such as cetuxi-
mab, pembrolizumab and nivolumab. 
 
Cervical cancer symptoms include abnormal vaginal bleeding after intercourse or douching, after menopause, spot-
ting between periods, and periods that are longer or heavier than usual.27  Unusual vaginal discharge, pain during 
sex and pelvic pain are also symptoms.  Signs of advanced disease can include swelling of the legs, problems uri-
nating or painful and irregular bowel movements.  Cervical cancer is screened first using a Pap test, which will indi-
cate the need for further testing and confirmation.  Follow-on procedures include cervical inspection with a colpo-
scope, biopsy, endocervical curettage, cone biopsy, and in confirmed cases, cystoscopy and proctoscopy.28  
Aforementioned imaging techniques can assist as well in determining the location and severity of the tumor burden.  
Treatment of cervical cancer depends on whether the patient wishes to maintain fertility, and the stage of the can-
cer.  In early stages (IA1, IA2) where the patient wishes to maintain fertility, cone biopsy or radical trachelectomy is 
typical.  For those who do not wish to maintain fertility, simple hysterectomy is an option if cancer hasn’t invaded 
nearby lymphovascular tissue.29  Invasive cervical cancer may require radical hysterectomy with removal of pelvic 
lymph nodes.  As stages of cervical cancer progress (IB, IIA), chemo- and radiotherapy are recruited in addition to 
radical hysterectomy.  At even more advanced stages (IVB) where the cancer has mobilized, immunotherapies may 
also be recruited. 
 
The third most common HPV+ cancer is anal cancer.  Symptoms include rectal bleeding, pain, mass or growth, and 
pruritus.  Diagnosis begins with digital or visual inspection, followed by imaging techniques including ultrasound and 
biopsy analysis.  Standard of care includes chemo- and radiotherapy, which typically lasts five to six weeks and 
surgery if the tumor is resectable.  Immunotherapies such as nivolumab or pembrolizumab have been tried in meta-
static anal cancer as second-line treatment.   
 
SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 Clinical Trial 
 
SQZ-APC-HPV is SQZ’ lead candidate and is currently in Phase I clinical trials as a monotherapy, and in combina-
tion with other immuno-oncology agents atezolizumab, ipilimumab and nivolumab, for the treatment in HPV16+ ad-
vanced or metastatic solid tumors.  The trial is enrolling patients with various HPV+ tumors who are HLA-A*02 posi-
tive and is a multicenter, open-label, dose-escalation and dose-expansion study.  SQZ-PBMC-HPV is manufactured 
from patient PBMCs that have been squeezed with HPV16 oncoproteins E6 and E7 as antigens to present to and 
activate the patients’ CD8+ T cells.  E6 and E7 are highly expressed in tumor cells, but are absent in normal cells, 
making them an ideal target for training T cells.  The trial may adapt to interim results and add dosing combination 
arms as needed.  Primary objectives of the trial are to assess safety and tolerability, and to determine maximum 
tolerated dose, if any, to inform future studies.  Unlike other cell therapies, patients in the study will not receive pre-
conditioning, as APCs require the patient’s immune system to be intact to have therapeutic effect.  Furthermore, 
post-treatment hospitalization is not required, although the first two patients in newly started cohorts will be held 24 
hours for observation as a safety precaution.  Efficacy will also be evaluated as a secondary objective.  Among the 
biomarkers being analyzed are HPV-specific T cells and associated cytokines, blood cytokine levels, CD8 T cell in-
filtration of the tumor, the tumor microenvironment and potential mechanisms of resistance.   

                                                 
22 Oropharyngeal Cancer: What is it, Symptoms, Stages, Prognosis (clevelandclinic.org) 
23 Positron Emission Tomography 
24 Computerized Tomography 
25 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
26 Oropharyngeal Cancer: What is it, Symptoms, Stages, Prognosis (clevelandclinic.org) 
27 Cervical Cancer Symptoms | Signs of Cervical Cancer 
28 Cervical Cancer Tests | How to Test For Cervical Cancer 
29 Cervical Cancer Treatment Options | Treatment Choices by Stage 

https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04084951
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/12180-oropharyngeal-cancer
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/12180-oropharyngeal-cancer
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cervical-cancer/detection-diagnosis-staging/signs-symptoms.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cervical-cancer/detection-diagnosis-staging/how-diagnosed.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cervical-cancer/treating/by-stage.html
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Exhibit VIII - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 Trial Design30 

 
 
Part 1 - Monotherapy Dose Escalation Phase comprises three cohorts: 
 

 1 - Low dose SQZ-PBMC-HPV 

 2 - High dose SQZ-PBMC-HPV 

 3 - High dose SQZ-PBMC-HPV double antigen priming 
 

Part 2 - Combination safety phase comprises four cohorts: 
 

 4 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D (Recommended Phase 2 Dose) plus atezolizumab 

 5 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D plus ipilimumab 

 6 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D plus nivolumab 

 7 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D plus nivolumab and ipilimumab 
 
Part 3 - Monotherapy dose expansion phase comprises four cohorts: 
 

 8 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D in HPV16+ head and neck cancer patients 

 9 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D in HPV16+ cervical cancer patients 

 10 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D in HPV16+ anal cancer patients 

 11 - SQZ-PBMC-HPV RP2D in other HPV16+ cancer patients 
 

Primary outcome for the study will measure number of participants with treatment-related adverse events as as-
sessed by common terminology criteria for adverse events (CTCAE), recommended Phase II dose, and antitumor 
activity (part 3 only).  Secondary outcomes include antitumor activity (parts 1 and 2) and manufacturing feasibility 
(part 1 only).  Other outcomes evaluated include number of patients with change in blood cytokine levels and num-
ber of patients developing endogenous immune responses assessed by CD8 T cell functional assay.   
 

                                                 
30 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 
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Exhibit IX - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 Demographics and Disease Characteristics31 

 
 
 

                                                 
31 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 
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Exhibit X - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 All Causality TEAEs32 

 
 
SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 Trial Progress 
Interim results for SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 were presented at ASCO 2021.  As of December 31, 2020, 12 patients with 
advanced metastatic disease were dosed across three monotherapy cohorts: three in Cohort 1, five in Cohort 2, 
and four in Cohort 3.  No dose-limiting toxicities have been observed.  One patient in Cohort 1 experienced treat-
ment-related grade 2 cytokine release syndrome (CRS) and grade 2 infusion reaction.  The grade 2 CRS was clas-
sified as a serious adverse event.  No treatment-related adverse events of grade 3 or higher have been observed 
and management is optimistic that these safety data make a case for escalating SQZ-PBMC-HPV to earlier lines of 
therapy.  All doses used in the trial were manufactured in under 24 hours (vein-to-vein of one week) and every pa-
tient’s APCs were successfully manufactured.   
 
In addition to the favorable safety and manufacturing results thus far, initial biomarker data from the low-dose cohort 
showed early signs of intratumoral immune activity in certain patients, namely patients 2 and 7, who had outsized 
increase in tumor-infiltrating CD8 T cell density.  
 

Exhibit XI - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 TIL33 

 
 

                                                 
32 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 
33 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 

https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_downloads/poster_publications/2021/06/ASCO-2021-SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101-Poster-A.-Jimeno-FINAL.pdf
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Exhibit XII - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, Patient 234 

 
 
 

Exhibit XIII - SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, Patient 735 

 
 
Histological and biomarker analysis of these two specific patients indicates increased immune activity.  Six out of 
nine patients in high-dose cohorts had Royal Marsden Hospital (RMH) phase 1 prognostic score of 2 at baseline.  
These were patients of advanced disease stage.  In contrast, patients two and seven were RMH score 1 and 0, re-
spectively, indicating less advanced patients with lower tumor burden.  This suggests that patients of less advanced 
disease may be more likely to respond to SQZ-PBMC-HPV.  Once assessment of current dose level is complete, 
SQZ expects to move onto the next phase of the study evaluating safety of SQZ-PBMC-HPV in combination with 
immune checkpoint inhibitors.   
 

                                                 
34 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 
35 Jimeno et al., Initial results of a first-in-human, dose escalation study of a cell-based vaccine in HLA A*02+ patients with recurrent, locally ad-
vanced or metastatic HPV16+ solid tumors: SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101, ASCO 2021, Abstract #2536 
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eAPCs 
SQZ is also developing the next generation of APCs squeezing mRNA into the cell to produce desired antigens.  
CD8+ T cell activation occurs through a variety of signals, three of which are leveraged in SQZ eAPCs: presentation 
of antigens via MHC-I, costimulatory surface receptors, and cytokine secretion.  eAPCs will still target the E6 and 
E7 proteins as in the original APCs, but the proteins will be encoded by mRNA rather than inserting the peptides 
themselves.  To boost activation, eAPCs were squeezed with mRNAs encoding additional signaling agents which 
can include CD70, CD86, IL-2, IL-12, IFNγ among others.  Based on the results, SQZ will move forward with IL-2, 
IL-12 and CD86 for the IND that is expected to be filed by end of 2021. 
 
SQZ-AAC-HPV 
 
SQZ’ lead AAC candidate is SQZ-AAC-HPV, indicated in HPV+ solid tumors.  In May 2021, SQZ announced that 
the IND for this program had been cleared and the candidate is now in Phase I clinical trials.  
 
Activating Antigen Carriers 
SQZ engineers AACs by squeezing red blood cells (RBCs) with antigen and activating adjuvant.  The process simu-
lates aging of the RBCs to encourage uptake by professional APCs for destruction (eryptosis).  Via cross-
presentation, the antigens and activating factors in the engulfed AAC then trigger CD8+ T cell activation.  Through 
higher antigen loading, SQZ hopes to elicit stronger T cell activation with cross-presentation.  The SQZ-AAC-HPV 
IND was cleared in January 2021.  Management plans to submit additional INDs in the AAC class for mutant KRAS 
and other solid and liquid tumors.  The program also may explore allogeneic AACs using donor RBCs.   
 
SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 Clinical Trial 
Similar to the APC platform, the lead indication for SQZ’ AAC program is also HPV+ solid tumors.  SQZ-AAC-HPV 
is currently in Phase I trial in HPV16+ recurrently, locally advanced or metastatic solid tumors.  The study is open-
label and multicenter to evaluate safety, tolerability, immunogenic effects, antitumor activity and pharmacodynamics 
of SQZ-AAC-HPV as a monotherapy and in combination with immune checkpoint inhibitors (ipilimumab and 
nivolumab) of HLA-A*02+ patients targeting enrollment of 72 patients.  The trial is designed with two phases, three 
cohorts each.   
 
Part 1 - Monotherapy Dose Escalation Phase comprises three cohorts, administered every 3 weeks for up to a year: 

 1a - Low dose SQZ-AAC-HPV 

 1b - Intermediate dose SQZ-AAC-HPV 

 1c - High dose SQZ-AAC-HPV  
 

Part 2 - Combination safety phase comprises three cohorts, combination administered every 3 weeks up to a year, 
checkpoint inhibitors administrable up to 2 years: 

 2a - SQZ-AAC-HPV RP2D (Recommended Phase 2 Dose) plus ipilimumab 

 2b - SQZ-AAC-HPV RP2D plus nivolumab 

 2c - SQZ-AAC-HPV RP2D plus nivolumab and ipilimumab 
 
Primary outcome measure is defined as number of patients with treatment-related adverse events according to Na-
tional Cancer Institute (NCI) CTCAE version 5.0, up to one year after the last patient’s first visit, to determine dosing 
and safety and tolerability of SQZ-AAC-HPV as both monotherapy and in combination with checkpoint inhibitors. 
 
Secondary outcome measures include change in tumor size compared to baseline using RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST.  
The measurement is conducted up to one year after the final patient’s first visit to determine antitumor activity of the 
candidate as monotherapy and in combination, and dose yield (number of doses) from individual patient blood col-
lection to assess manufacturability.   
 
Other outcomes include changes in cytokine levels from baseline and changes in T cell infiltration in the tumor mi-
croenvironment as assessed by paired biopsy as an assessment of immunogenicity and pharmacodynamics, both 
up to one year after the last patient’s first visit.  
 
Tolerizing Antigen Carriers (TACs) 
 
The third program in SQZ’ pipeline is for Tolerizing Antigen Carriers (TACs).  The program is in preclinical stage 
conducting work in type 1 diabetes.  Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Type 1 Diabetes (JDRF T1D) Fund 

https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04892043
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has provided equity investment to support SQZ’ type 1 diabetes program: SQZ-TAC-T1D.  The other identified indi-
cation in the TAC group is celiac disease, which arises in response to consuming gluten.    
  
SQZ TACs, like SQZ AACs, squeeze red blood cells (RBCs) to deliver antigen to endogenous APCs.  Similar to 
SQZ AACs, SQZ TACs are engineered to appear aged to promote eryptosis.  Unlike SQZ AACs, SQZ TACs are not 
squeezed with adjuvant.  This method leverages the natural tolerogenic process.   
 
Commonly, antigen presentation trains the patient’s immune system to recognize and destroy cells.  In tolerization, 
the goal is the opposite.  In certain autoimmune disorders, the body pathogenically attacks certain cells, such as in 
type 1 diabetes, where the body attacks insulin-producing cells in the pancreas that are necessary for survival.  The 
aim of SQZ’ TAC program is to suppress pathogenic immune response.  SQZ has selected celiac disease as its first 
indication for this program and will target IND submission in 3Q:22.   
 
Roche Partnership 
 
In October 2018, SQZ entered into a License and Collaboration Agreement with Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. and F. 
Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.  The agreement addresses the development and commercialization of APC cell therapy 
candidates that utilize antigens in oncology indications.  The agreement updated and replaced an earlier agreement 
that SQZ held with Roche. 
 
The companies selected HPV as the initial antigen for lead candidate, SQZ-PBMC-HPV.  The agreement requires 
that commercially reasonable efforts will be used to mutually select additional antigens for development collabora-
tion.  For each selected antigen, SQZ will be responsible for conducting all preclinical research and all development 
activities prior to achieving clinical proof of concept in a Phase I study.  Upon proof of concept, Roche may obtain 
an exclusive license, under SQZ’ intellectual property, to exploit the product candidate worldwide for oncology using 
the SQZ platform and a microfluidic chip.  If Roche does not exercise its option, SQZ may commercialize the candi-
date.  If exercised, Roche must conduct clinical trials, unless SQZ exercises its option to develop the candidate in 
the US.  If SQZ exercises its option, which is available on alternating antigens following Roche’s exercise and be-
ginning with the second antigen, the parties will mutually determine clinical development responsibilities with Roche 
having final say on global clinical study responsibilities.  SQZ owns any invention relating solely to a product con-
taining a mutually selected antigen that is developed prior to Roche exercise.  Upon Roche exercise, Roche will 
own each subsequently developed invention relating to the candidate, subject to additional terms.   
 
SQZ may advance any candidates that are not mutually selected.  If clinical proof of concept is achieved, Roche 
has the option to obtain exclusive license under SQZ intellectual property to exploit the candidate ex-US, and own 
the invention.  Upon exercise, both parties will determine how clinical development costs will be allocated, and 
Roche may direct which party will run each global study.   
 
The agreement defines preliminary collaboration plans and preclinical goals for the eAPC program and for candi-
dates containing tumor cell lysate (TCL).  SQZ is responsible for the preclinical and proof-of-concept development 
of the candidate, after which Roche has the option to obtain the exclusive license to develop and commercialize it 
worldwide in oncology indications.  Both parties will share Phase I costs; Roche is responsible for a mid-double-digit 
percentage of costs and SQZ the remainder.   SQZ may opt-out of sharing development costs.  If SQZ does not opt 
out, it will share profits and losses associated with commercialization of TCL product in the US.   
 
Roche paid SQZ $45 million in upfront payments.  SQZ is eligible to receive milestone payments, in total across all 
products, of up to $1.6 billion.  This includes $217 million in development, $240 million in regulatory, and $1.2 billion 
in sales milestone payments.  Roche will pay yearly tiered royalties based on net sales of antigen and TCL product.  
For candidates that SQZ markets in the US and Roche ex-US, Roche will pay tiered royalties on net sales ex-US at 
rates ranging from mid-single-digits to mid-teens percentage, with tiered percentages a function of net sales.  For 
antigen candidates selected solely by Roche, Roche will pay SQZ tiered royalties on worldwide net sales at rates 
ranging from mid-single digit to high single digit percentage.  For TCL candidates, Roche will pay SQZ tiered royal-
ties on aggregate net sales of all TCL products ranging from mid-single-digit to mid-twenties percentage.  US royal-
ties will vary depending on SQZ’ option to opt-out of sharing commercialization costs and resulting profits.  
 
The agreement may be terminated if there is a material unresolved breach, if either party is found to be insolvent or 
if Roche or affiliates challenge an SQZ patent.  If Roche terminates product candidate development, SQZ can ob-
tain rights to INDs, regulatory approvals, data and reports among other undisclosed items. 
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Intellectual Property 
 
SQZ Biotechnologies has one US patent granted and several US patent applications.  The granted patent describes 
the use of mechanical cell disruption to deliver gene editing components to cells.  The applications address meth-
ods and machinery to execute SQZ’ membrane perturbation technology.  The applications provide no protection un-
til they are granted.  
 

Exhibit XIV - SQZ Patent & Applications36 

Title Patent # Region Filed 

Gene Editing Through Microfluidic Delivery 11,125,739 United States 1/12/2016 

Intracellular Delivery of Complexes 20190017072 United States 1/11/2017 

Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecules to Induce Tolerance 20210138050 United States 5/3/2017 

Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecules to Modify Immune Response 20210113628 United States 3/12/2019 

Methods for Treating HPV-associated Diseases 20210038709 United States 3/11/2019 

System for Delivery of a Payload into a Cell 20200332243 United States 12/18/2018 

Delivery of Biomolecules to PBMCs to Modify an Immune Response 20200318066 United States 2/27/2020 

Cartridge for Use in a System for Delivery of a Payload into a Cell 20200316604 United States 4/6/2020 

Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecules Mediated by a Surface with Pores 20190382796 United States 9/2/2016 

Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecules to Induce Tolerance 20190111082 United States 5/3/2017 

Intracellular Delivery of Complexes 20190017072 United States 1/11/2017 

Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecules to Cells Comprising a Cell Wall 20180245089 United States 9/2/2016 

 
The applications largely describe SQZ’ membrane perturbation approach and the indications for which the technol-
ogy is applicable.  Descriptions include the types of entities that can be introduced into the cell via the method.  For 
example, one application describes antigen or tolerogenic factor introduction into the cell generating tolerogenic 
and/or immunosuppressive immune cells.  Another describes the use of HPV antigens for treating HPV-associated 
disease.  Yet other applications describe the machinery and microfluidic techniques required to implement SQZ’s 
platform.   
 
 

                                                 
36 Summarized by Zacks analysts using data from company filings and USPTO 

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US11125739B2/en?oq=11%2c125%2c739
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Peers and Competitors 
 
SQZ is a platform-based cell therapy company with applications in diverse indications, and the scope of the compa-
ny’s peers and competitors is equally wide.  SQZ’s membrane-perturbation platform is leading with an immunother-
apy for HPV-caused cancers.  Thus, companies focused on cell membrane penetration, immunotherapy, HPV+ 
cancers and microfluidics are relevant.  While SQZ’ approach is unique, it also competes with other membrane-
disruption technologies including electroporation, viral vectors, cell-penetrating peptides and lipophilic cell delivery.   
Electroporation is one of the most common alternative methods and is used by biopharmaceutical companies in 
many therapeutic endeavors such as Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Genexine and others.   
 
Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) are also now being used to introduce payloads into cells.  CPPs, also known as 
protein transduction domains (PTDs), are short peptides that facilitate cellular uptake of small peptides, full-length 
proteins, nucleic acids, liposomes, nanoparticles, viral particles and radioactive/fluorescent imaging markers.  
These peptides are 6-30 residues in length, and are both synthetic and naturally occurring.37  Short peptides require 
additional preparation steps, especially when the CPP is covalently conjugated to the cargo.38  Furthermore, there 
are half-life considerations in the body and mechanism of CPP translocation that remain to be characterized.  Cell 
Squeeze is a simple physical process and agnostic of cargo type with no half-life.  Although SQZ’ platform is flexible 
and has broad applications, its current anticipated path to commercialization is aligned with HPV+ solid tumors.  
 
SQZ’ primary indications are in cancer, specifically HPV+ solid tumors.  Companies in the HPV-cancer space in-
clude Cel-Sci, Kite Pharma, Hookipa Pharma, ISA Pharma, Cue Biopharma, Rubius Therapeutics, BioNTech, Ino-
vio, Iovance, PDS Biotech, Vaccibody, and OncoNano.  These companies feature various approaches to treatment 
of HPV+ tumors, predominantly using immuno-oncology. 
  

Exhibit XV – HPV+ Cancer Companies and Approaches39 

Ticker Company Drug Class Phase 

BNTX BioNTech BNT113 HPV vaccine 1 

CVM Cel-Sci Multikine-HPV Immunotherapy 1 

CUE Cue Biopharm CUE-101 IL-2 based therapeutic proteins 1 

HOOK Hookipa Pharma HB-200 Arenavirus-driven T cell activation 1 

INO Inovio VGX-3100 Plasmid synthesis and delivery 2/3 

IOVA Iovance LN-145 Engineered TIL 2 

pvt ISA Pharma ISA101b Synthetic long peptides T cell induction 2 

GILD Kite Pharma KITE-439 CAR T 1 

PDSB PDS Biotech PDS0101 T cell activation with cationic lipid 2 

RUBY Rubius Tx RTX-321 aAPC Allogeneic aAPC, HPV peptide antigen IND 

VACC Vaccibody VB10.16 DNA-based immunotherapy 2 

SQZ SQZ Biotech SQZ-APC/AAC-HPV APC/AAC squeezed with antigen, T cell activation 1 

 
SQZ’ HPV peers largely center on immunotherapy, with a variety of approaches to modulate immune response.  
Some companies, such as Hookipa, ISA, Inovio, Iovance and PDS feature a unique approach to inducing T cell re-
sponse, ranging from the use of arenaviruses and plasmids to self-assembling cationic lipids that mimic viruses.  
Other companies focus on the therapeutic strategy, rather than any means of producing or engineering cells.  Inovio 
features a proprietary platform for the synthesis and delivery of plasmids in situ.  BioNTech features mRNA injection 
which stimulates a patient’s cells to produce the therapeutic antigens.  Kite Pharma modifies the T cells themselves, 
while companies like SQZ indirectly prime the body’s T cells through presentation of antigens.  These various 
methods range in their time requirements, complexity and consumable reagents and cost.     
 
CAR T therapies for non-HPV tumors are less directly comparable to Cell Squeeze.  While SQZ’ technology is 
amenable to squeezing T cells, the pipeline is currently centered on APCs and red blood cells.  Viral vectors may 
also be considered an analogous technology and can be used to engineer cells.  Voyager Therapeutics, with its 
adeno-associated virus platform is one such company.  Microfluidics companies are also comparable, although this 
group extends applications widely beyond engineering cells.   

                                                 
37 Taylor, RE, Zahid, M.  Cell Penetrating Peptides, Novel Vectors for Gene Therapy. Pharmaceutics. 2020 Mar 3;12(3):225. doi: 
10.3390/pharmaceutics12030225. PMID: 32138146; PMCID: PMC7150854. 
38 Mie, K, Morck, NH: Cell-penetrating peptides as carriers for oral delivery of biopharmaceuticals. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol, 2015 
39 Compiled by Zacks Analyst   
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In summary, SQZ works at the intersection of microfluidics, cell engineering and immuno-oncology with lead candi-
dates targeting HPV+ solid tumors.  From a commercialization perspective, SQZ’ primary comparison is with other 
companies in the HPV space.   
 

Exhibit XVI - SQZ Peers & Competitors40 

Ticker Company Price MktCap (MM) EV (MM) Therapeutic Area 

BLUE bluebirdbio $10.33  $724  ($53) CAR T 

BMY Bristol Myers Squibb $54.64  $121,281  $145,295  CAR T 

BNTX BioNTech $362.52  $87,917  $85,409  HPV vaccine 

CUE Cue Biopharm $12.01  $381  $314  IL-2 based therapeutic proteins 

CVM Cel-Sci $9.87  $425  $391  Immunotherapy 

GILD Kite Pharma $70.65  $88,622  $109,021  CAR T 

HOOK Hookipa Pharma $3.22  $84  $4  Arenavirus-driven T cell activation  

INO Inovio $7.29  $1,534  $1,153  Plasmid synthesis and delivery 

IOVA Iovance $18.24  $2,862  $2,286  Engineered TIL 

LYEL Lyell Immunopharma $9.25  $2,214  $1,596  Oncology: CAR, TIL & TCR  

NVS Novartis $80.27  $179,543  $194,482  CAR T 

PDSB PDS Biotech $9.45  $269  $199  T cell activation with cationic lipid 

PRVB Provention $6.56  $416  $265  Autoimmune 

PYC.AX PYC Tx $0.14  $429  $395  Cell penetrating peptides 

RARE ultragenyx $73.71  $5,024  $4,287  AAV 

RUBY Rubius Tx $11.86  $1,066  $878  Allogeneic aAPC, HPV peptide antigen 

SANA Sana Biotech $17.77  $3,356  $2,752  Engineered cells 

VACC Vaccibody $12.38  $431  $198  DNA-based immunotherapy 

VYGR Voyager Tx $3.03  $115  ($6) AAV 

pvt ISA Pharma       Synthetic long peptides T cell induction 

pvt Genexine       Immuno-oncology, rare disease & vaccine 

pvt GentiBio       Tregs 

pvt Sonoma BioTx       Tregs 

pvt COUR Pharma       Immune tolerance 

pvt Spark Tx       AAV 

SQZ SQZ Biotech $12.00  $336.8  $172.5  Cell Squeeze 

 
 
 

                                                 
40 Compiled by Zacks’ Analysts.  Pricing is as of November 29, 2021. 
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Financial and Operational Results 
 
Financial results for the quarter ended September 30, 2021, compared to the quarter ending September 30, 
2020:  
 

 Revenues were $4.8 million, down 22% from $6.1 million primarily due to a decrease of revenue recognized 
under the 2018 Roche Agreement due to a change in estimate of the expected performance period of one 
of the performance obligations, resulting in lower revenues being recognized in the third quarter of 2021;   

 Research and development expenses totaled $20.5 million, up 48% from $13.9 million primarily due to a 
$6.0 million increase in costs related to the eAPC program, $1.5 million increase in personnel related ex-
pense including stock-based compensation, offset by a $2.0 million decrease in costs relating to the SQZ-
AAC-HPV program; 

 General and administrative expenses were $6.7 million, rising 45% from $4.6 million primarily due to a $0.9 
million increase in stock-based compensation and a $0.3 million increase in salary and benefit costs as a 
result of increased headcount;  

 Net loss was ($22.4) million compared to ($12.4) million, or ($0.80) and ($7.03) per share, respectively; with 
the difference in EPS predominantly impacted by the increase in share count following the October 2020 
IPO rising from 1.8 million shares in 3Q:20 to 28.0 million in 3Q:21.  

 
Cash and equivalents balance as of September 30, 2021 totaled $164 million, comprising proceeds from a $70.6 
million IPO in October 2020 and subsequent $56.4 raise in February 2021.  Management expects the cash balance 
will sustain the firm through 1H:23, which factors in the anticipated Roche milestone payment associated with ad-
vancing the SQZ-PBMC-101 Phase I/II study.  
 
Operational Highlights Year-to-Date: 
 

 IND cleared for SQZ AACs in HPV+ tumors - February 2021 

 Announcement and pricing of $56.4 million offer - February 2021 

 1Q:21 financial results and recent business highlights - May 2021 

 B. Coulie, MD, PhD and P. Vink, MD appointed to Board, Moessinger exits - July 2021 

 2Q:21 financial results and portfolio updates - August 2021 

 3Q:21 financial results and portfolio updates - November 2021 
 
Year-to-date Operational Review 
In addition to the multitude of presentations at key conference meetings, SQZ began 2021 with FDA clearance of its 
IND for AACs in HPV+ tumors.  In a February 1, 2021 announcement, SQZ disclosed that its IND for SQZ AACs in 
HPV+ tumors had been cleared by the FDA to investigate candidate SQZ-AAC-HPV.  This trial is the first clinical 
program for the AAC platform.   
 
In February 2021, SQZ announced, priced and closed a $56.4 million equity share offering.  The deal issued three 
million shares of common stock with a 30-day option for the underwriter to purchase up to an additional 450,000 
shares at the public offering price, less underwriting discounts and commissions.  BofA Securities, Evercore ISI, and 
Stifel acted as joint book-running managers and BTIG acted as lead manager.  The shares were priced at $20.00.  
As updated in the first quarter 10-Q, aggregate net proceeds for the raise were confirmed to be $56.4 million.  
 
On July 1, 2021, SQZ announced that Bernard Coulie, MD, PhD and Patrick Vink, MD joined the Board of Directors.  
Dr. Coulie has more than 20 years of experience in drug development and company formation and growth.  He is 
currently President & CEO of Pliant Therapeutics.  Prior to this role, he cofounded Belgium-based ActoGeniX and 
served as CEO from 2006 until its acquisition in 2015.  Prior to cofounding ActoGeniX, Dr. Coulie held positions with 
increasing responsibilities in drug discovery and clinical development at Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Re-
search and Development Europe.  Dr. Coulie is currently board chair at a biotechnology company in the Nether-
lands and has held board seats in other companies utilizing a range of technologies. 
 
Patrick Vink, MD, has over 30 years of experience as a senior executive in the life sciences industry, including 
broad international expertise.  Dr. Vink previously served as Executive Vice President at Cubist, Head of Global Bi-
opharmaceuticals for the Sandoz division of the Novartis Group, Vice President of International Business for Biogen 

 

https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotech-Announces-Proposed-Public-Offering-of-Common-Stock/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotech-Announces-Pricing-of-Public-Offering-of-Common-Stock/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Reports-First-Quarter-2021-Financial-Results-and-Recent-Business-Highlights/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Strengthens-Board-with-Global-Commercial-and-Clinical-Development-Experience/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Reports-Second-Quarter-2021-Financial-Results-and-Recent-Portfolio-Updates/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Reports-Third-Quarter-2021-Financial-Results-and-Recent-Portfolio-Updates/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Announces-FDA-Clearance-of-IND-Application-to-Allow-for-Clinical-Trial-with-SQZ-Activating-Antigen-Carriers-SQZ-AACs-in-Patients-with-HPV-Tumors/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotech-Announces-Proposed-Public-Offering-of-Common-Stock/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotech-Announces-Pricing-of-Public-Offering-of-Common-Stock/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Strengthens-Board-with-Global-Commercial-and-Clinical-Development-Experience/default.aspx
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Inc., and Head of Worldwide Marketing, Cardiovascular and Thrombosis at Sanofi-Synthelabo Ltd.  He was also a 
member of the Executive Committee of the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations.  
Dr. Vink is currently board chair or director in biotechnology companies in Denmark, Switzerland, U.K., and the U.S. 
and has experience across a range of distinct technology platforms. 
 
Presentations: 
 

 SQZ tolerizing antigen carrier platform preclinical data presented at ASIT41 Digital Summit - January 2021 

 Presented preclinical data on mRNA eAPCs in KRAS tumors at AACR 2021 - April 2021  

 New data on rapid cell therapy manufacturing at ASGCT 2021 - April 2021 

 Preliminary results for SQZ-APC Phase I HPV16+ tumors at ASCO42 2021 annual meeting - June 2021 

 Preclinical data for TACs in autoimmune type 1 diabetes at FOCIS43 annual meeting - June 2021 

 iPSC neuron generation with mRNA transcription factor at 2021 ISSCR44 - June 2021 

 Poster presentations for three oncology programs at SITC45 - November 2021 

 Highest dose monotherapy cohort oral presentation at ESMO-IO46 - December 2021 

SQZ maintains a presence in the academic/medical community through participation in many key events, where it 
has presented data regarding the SQZ platform.  The data presented primarily incorporate preclinical data as SQZ 
has only recently embarked on clinical trials.  The presentations show potential across a variety of implementations, 
showing the platform’s wide applicability and flexibility.   
 
SQZ dosed its first patient in the SQZ-PBMC-HPV Phase I trial for HPV+ solid tumors in January of 2020.  SQZ-
PBMC-HPV is an autologous cell therapy comprising SQZ-engineered antigen presenting cells (APCs) designed to 
induce CD8+ T cell responses against HPV16.  The goal of the trial was to assess safety and tolerability of various 
doses and booster schedules to inform subsequent trials.  SQZ updated stakeholders at the ASCO 2021 Annual 
Meeting held in June, presenting safety and tolerability, manufacturing and antitumor activity data for SQZ-PBMC-
HPV-101.   
 
Development Milestones 
 

 APC HPV IND cleared - October 2019 

 APC HPV Phase I launched - January 2020 (SQZ-PBMC-HPV) 

 APC HPV ASCO interim data presentation - June 2021 

 AAC HPV IND cleared - January 2021 

 AAC HPV Phase I initiated - August 2021 

 DSMB47 recommends trial advance to combo stage - October 2021 

 Enhanced APC IND filing - 4Q:21 

 Enhanced APC trial launch - 1H:22 

 AAC HPV data presentation - 2022 

 Enhanced APC data presentation - 2H:22 

 IND for Immune Tolerance in celiac disease - 3Q:22 

 eAPC IND filing in HBV - 2H:22 

 AAC or eAPC IND for KRAS mutant solid tumors - 2H:22 

 
 

                                                 
41 Antigen-Specific Immune Tolerance 
42 American Society of Clinical Oncology 
43 Federation of Clinical Immunology Sciences 
44 International Society for Stem Cell Research 
45 Society for Immunothearpy of Cancer 
46 European Society for Medical Oncology Immuno-Oncology 
47 Data and Safety Monitoring Board for Phase I/II clinical trial SQZ-PBMC-HPV-101 

https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Presents-Preclinical-Data-for-their-SQZ-Tolerizing-Antigen-Carrier-Platform-in-Antigen-Specific-Immune-Tolerance-ASIT-Digital-Summit-Invited-Talk/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotech-Presents-Preclinical-Data-on-its-mRNA-based-enhanced-APCs-and-the-Potential-of-the-SQZ-APC-Platform-in-KRAS-Driven-Tumors/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-to-Present-New-Data-on-Rapid-Cell-Therapy-Manufacturing-Capabilities-and-Advantages-in-Cell-Performance-at-ASGCT-2021/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Initial-First-In-Human-Data-Demonstrates-Investigational-Cell-Therapy-is-Safe-and-Can-Stimulate-Immune-Responses-in-Certain-Patients-with-Advanced-or-Metastatic-HPV16-Tumors/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Tolerizing-Antigen-Carrier-TAC-Program-Induces-Antigen-Specific-Immune-Tolerance-in-Preclinical-Models-Demonstrating-Potential-for-Broad-Applicability-Across-Autoimmune-Diseases/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Presents-New-AAC-eAPC-Platform-Research-and-First-Enhanced-Tumor-Infiltrating-Lymphocyte-Preclinical-Data-at-Society-for-Immunotherapy-of-Cancer-Annual-Meeting/default.aspx
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Announces-Independent-DSMB-Recommendation-to-Advance-Lead-Cell-Therapy-Candidate-Into-Combination-With-Checkpoint-Inhibitors/default.aspx
https://s26.q4cdn.com/867116262/files/doc_news/archive/2019/SQZ-PBMC-HPV-FPI-January-2020-Final.pdf
https://investors.sqzbiotech.com/news/news-details/2021/SQZ-Biotechnologies-Initial-First-In-Human-Data-Demonstrates-Investigational-Cell-Therapy-is-Safe-and-Can-Stimulate-Immune-Responses-in-Certain-Patients-with-Advanced-or-Metastatic-HPV16-Tumors/default.aspx
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MANAGEMENT PROFILES 
 
Armon Sharei, Ph.D. - Chief Executive Officer 
 
Dr. Sharei founded SQZ in May 2013 serving as its Chairman until January 2015, when he took the helm as Chief 
Executive Officer.  During the two years Sharei served as Chairman, he was a Ragon Institute Postdoctoral Fellow 
at Harvard Medical School developing methods to engineer immune cell function and implementation of cellular 
vaccines for immunotherapy.  Previous work at MIT during his Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering laid the technological 
foundation to start SQZ.  His dissertation was on vector-free microfluidic platform for intracellular delivery operating 
through physical disruption of cell membranes.  Sharei earned his bachelor’s from Stanford University in Chemical 
Engineering where his undergraduate thesis focused on novel techniques for organic semiconductor patterning.  
 
Howard Bernstein, MD, Ph.D. - Chief Scientific Officer 
 
Dr. Bernstein joined SQZ in June 2015 and has served since as its Chief Scientific Officer.  Prior to SQZ, Bernstein 
was Chief Scientific Officer of Seventh Sense Biosystems.  Before that, Bernstein held roles at Acusphere and Alk-
ermes.  Altogether, Dr. Bernstein’s experience approaches three decades.  He received his MD from Harvard Medi-
cal School, and both his Ph.D. and master’s from MIT in Chemical Engineering.  He is a member of the National 
Academy of Engineering.   
 
David First - Chief People Officer 
 
David joined SQZ in May 2020 as its Chief People Officer.  Prior to SQZ, First held roles at Avedro, Biogen, Heart-
Ware, TripAdvisor, Suffolk Construction and Tabor Academy.  He brings his experience in coaching in the life sci-
ences industry to SQZ, and earned his Master of Arts in Teaching mathematics and his bachelor’s in economics 
from Union College.  He is a Certified Professional Behavioral Analyst and Certified Professional Coach.  
 
Larry Knopf - General Counsel 
 
Larry joined SQZ in September 2019 bringing decades of experience.  Through the course of his career, he has 
served firms including HeartWare International, Boston Scientific, and Bingham McCutchen among others.  Knopf 
received his JD from the University of Michigan Law School and his bachelor’s in accounting and political science 
from The Wharton School.   
 
Micah Zajic - Chief Business Officer 
 
Micah joined SQZ in October 2020 as Chief Business Officer.  His career, spanning almost two decades with 15 
years in healthcare/biopharma alone, has included experience in investment banking, investment management, 
corporate strategy and corporate development.  Before SQZ, Micah was at MeiraGTx where he was responsible for 
all business development activities.  Prior to MeiraGTx, Micah served at Alexion Pharmaceuticals where he focused 
on evaluation and execution of external partnerships, license agreements and acquisitions.  Micah holds a Bachelor 
of Arts in economics from Georgetown University.   
 
Richard Capasso – Chief Accounting Officer 
 
Richard is a Finance and accounting leader with over 25 years of experience serving life sciences companies in 
senior roles including Managing Director in EY’s FAAS practice, Senior Director at Danforth Advisors, and Director 
of Commercial Accounting at Biogen.  Rick is a CPA in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
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RISKS 
 
All investments face risk which reflects business uncertainty and opportunity.  Some investments exhibit higher pre-
dictability, with positive cash flows and established sales.  These enterprises will have a lower level of perceived 
risk while other companies that are developing an undefined, new technology have a much higher level.   
 
The biotechnology space includes companies at both ends of the spectrum, from mega-cap pharmaceutical and 
device powerhouses that have dozens of established products, to small operations with a handful of employees 
conducting pre-clinical studies.  Some companies are centered on a single drug while others feature a platform 
technology that is applicable to many indications.   
 
Many of the risks faced by the large and small firms are similar; however, there are some hazards that are particular 
to smaller companies that have not yet established themselves or their products.  Below, we discuss some of the 
typical risks faced by companies operating in the biotechnology space.   
 
Pandemic Risk 
 
The pandemic has disrupted economic and other activity in the United States and around the globe.  It has also 
caused significant volatility in financial markets.  While the financial markets have not declined in recent quarters, 
risk perception may increase and financial markets may begin to reflect a lower level of economic activity and de-
creased availability of capital.  Early stage clinical firms lacking revenues rely on capital markets to sustain devel-
opment efforts and may be sensitive to changes in risk perception and trading dynamics.   
 
Areas most susceptible to the effects of the pandemic are patient access to clinical trials, fundraising, supply chain, 
travel restrictions and FDA site inspections.  While the latter two are more relevant to international biotechnology 
companies, extra measures are required to navigate clinical trials in the event of significant pandemic disruption.  
Depending on the trial, patients may be less willing to participate if the trial requires frequent in-person visits to the 
clinic.  SQZ has experienced delays in receiving supplies of raw materials for its preclinical activities due to the 
pandemic and has experienced an increase in transportation cost of its products due to decreased availability of 
commercial flights.  SQZ has experienced delays in opening clinical trial sites.  These sites have also had staff 
shortages whom are required for biopsy testing and these shortages have resulted in delays for on-site initiations.   
 
Liquidity, Financing & Trading 
 
Access to financing comes and goes in cycles.  During periods of improving confidence and plentiful liquidity, capital 
may be easy to obtain; however, during a crisis or a period of heightened risk perception, even companies with 
bright prospects may be in trouble if they depend on the financial markets to fund their work.  Pre-revenue biotech 
firms rely primarily on equity issuance to fund their operations.  The duration of drug development is considerable, 
and can last as long as 12 to 15 years before product revenues materialize.  Funds can be sourced through debt or 
grants and tax credits; however, these sources may reduce the flexibility of the company and can create difficulties 
if debt is unable to be repaid. 

If capital is not readily available when needed, a company may be forced to suspend research and development, 
sell equity at a substantial discount to previous valuations and dilute earlier shareholders.  A lack of funding may 
leave potentially promising therapies without a viable route forward or force a company to accept onerous terms.   
 
Trading volumes are lower for smaller biotech firms, creating liquidity risk for the investor and large transactions 
may have a material impact on share price.  In periods of crisis or heightened risk perception, share price may be 
volatile.  Companies with smaller capitalizations are typically considered riskier and changes in sentiment may ad-
versely affect their trading prices and volumes.  Smaller firms may also have less visibility, compete for investor dol-
lars in a shallow market and be excluded from market indices.  
 
Clinical Trials 
 
For smaller early-stage companies, investing in drug development is a lengthy process.  The timeframe for conduct-
ing pre-clinical research to eventually commercializing a drug frequently takes from 12 to 15 years depending on 
market and company-specific conditions.  On average, only one in a thousand compounds in discovery is eventually 
approved, creating a high hurdle for success. 
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Exhibit XVII – Success of Phased Trials and Regulatory Approval48 

 

The future success of a drug development company is largely dependent on the data produced from clinical trials.  
Due to the cost, magnitude and complexity typical of this work, partners are often sought to share risk.  Partners 
may have competing demands which can adversely affect the work they are managing on behalf of the firm.  Con-
tract research organizations (CROs) and subcontractors must abide by strict execution and trial parameters that if 
violated can jeopardize trial success.  Subcontractors supervise and execute research, biometric and pharmacovigi-
lance, which are complex tasks.  Patient recruitment may be difficult.  Clinical investigational centers need sufficient 
capacity and the candidate drug needs to be manufactured according to current Good Manufacturing Practices 
(cGMP) and available to administer.  Finally, clinical endpoints need to reach statistical significance to justify regula-
tory approval.  
 
SQZ is in the earliest stages of its clinical development program.  However, SQZ is a platform-based company and 
while it has candidates that feature specific cell engineering and indications, its platform is applicable in a variety of 
indications amenable to cell engineering.   
 
Partnership 
 
SQZ signed a field restricted licensing agreement with Roche.  While partnership can bolster the expertise support-
ing the candidates’ commercialization, the partner may not live up to their end of the bargain and may prioritize oth-
er programs over those of its partner or otherwise favor its own interests over that of the partnership.  Commerciali-
zation through partnership, even with a large pharmaceutical firm, does not guarantee that the program will receive 
the investment necessary from the partner to maximize the candidate’s value.  
 
Legislative 
 
Companies with exposure to the United States’ healthcare system are subject to the Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act (PPACA) of 2010 and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act.  These legislative actions 
impose non-deductible excise taxes on pharmaceutical manufacturers or importers that sell branded prescription 
drugs to government programs, which can increase drug prices as levies are passed through to consumers.  Under 
the PPACA, some firms are required to provide a discount on branded prescription drugs equal to 50% of the gov-
ernment-negotiated price, for drugs provided to certain patients who fall in the Medicare coverage gap.  PPACA in-
creases the level of Medicaid rebates payable by manufacturers of brand-name drugs from 15.1% to 23.1% and re-
quires collection of rebates for drugs paid by Medicaid managed care organizations.  The PPACA also introduced 
changes to the 340B drug discount program that expanded the patient population with access to the drugs, though 
at a discounted price.  Prior to the PPACA, Congress had adopted the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement 
and Modernization Act of 2003.  The Act modified Medicare reimbursement and coverage policies for prescription 
drugs. 
  

                                                 
48Clinical Development Success Rates 2006-2015. David Thomas, Justin Burns, John Audette, Adam Carroll, Corey Dow-Hygelund, Michael 
Hay. 
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Personnel 
 
Biotechnology companies rely on the expertise and leadership of their executives to make both technical and stra-
tegic decisions and investments.  Due to the highly competitive nature of the industry, talented scientists and execu-
tives are sought and firms with the best resources are in the strongest position to maintain them.  Leadership turno-
ver can be high in small biotech firms.  Change in management is disruptive and can dramatically alter the course of 
a firm.  Personnel turnover can place a small company at a disadvantage when compared to larger firms with more 
specialized employees and executives.  Furthermore, there can be risks and challenges associated with adding tal-
ent as the firm grows, especially with capital constraints.  In November 2021, SQZ filed an 8-K notifying investors 
that CFO Teri Loxam would be leaving the firm with responsibilities as principal financial officer to be assumed by 
Richard Capasso.  The size of the firm, volatility of its stock price and proportion of compensation comprised of eq-
uity-based compensation can affect attracting and retaining talent.  
 
Intellectual Property 
 
Intellectual property is the lifeblood of biotechnology development.  Even with government regulation, patent protec-
tion is not guaranteed.  The patent application process requires time, capital and the disclosure of substantial detail 
on the company’s technology which is eventually made public.  Despite submission of an application, patents may 
not be granted.  Patent protection requires legal resources that a startup biotech firm may not have.  Furthermore, 
countries differ in the degree and type of intellectual property protection.  Some firms may in- or out-license intellec-
tual property, which exposes parties holding the patent to risk of adherence and litigation regarding the parameters 
of the licensing.  Finally, patent protection is temporary and there is no guarantee that the firm will benefit from the 
patent protection before it expires.  SQZ’s intellectual property portfolio is predominantly composed of patent appli-
cations and includes one US patent granted for gene editing through microfluidic delivery that is assigned to MIT 
and Harvard and sublicensed to SQZ.   
 
Market Risk 
 
Successful marketing of approved drug candidates relies on adoption by patients and providers.  The approved 
drug must present convincing clinical trial data and maintain a favorable reputation among prescribers.  Marketing is 
expensive and requires an experienced sales force and a presence in the marketing territory.  Marketed products 
remain under surveillance and any unexpected adverse effects may damage the product’s reputation.  Furthermore, 
the risk of a competing or superior therapy is a continuous threat.  Insurance coverage is also important.  Rapidly 
obtaining a preferred position on health plan and payor formularies is critical to achieving target penetration rates.  If 
health plans and payors cannot agree on appropriate pricing for the drug and the compound fails to offer a signifi-
cant benefit above standard of care, the product may not be available to patients.  Once on the market, product lia-
bility risk presents and insurance will be needed to contain this risk.  
 
Geopolitical  
 
Recent trade tensions between the US and China threaten the world economy and have been exacerbated during 
the ongoing pandemic.  In previous decades, there has been a cross-pollination of capital and drug development 
between China and North America; however, Chinese investment in the United States has slowed as a result of the 
trade and political dispute between the countries.  This conflict may reduce the availability of capital, partnerships 
and future development deals between companies in the two nations.  The UK seceded from the European Union in 
2020, potentially creating additional difficulties for companies seeking to obtain approval and marketing rights 
throughout Europe.  Under the prior regime, a drug approved under the centralized procedure in the European Un-
ion would be approved in all member states.  However, with the withdrawal of the UK, additional efforts and ex-
pense may be required to obtain marketing approval in this large European market.  International firms are also ex-
posed to risk of currency fluctuations. 
 
As a developmental stage US firm with a global partner responsible for most ex-US development and commerciali-
zation, SQZ will be relatively insulated to the aforementioned geopolitical risks, although, as SQZ grows and as its 
pipeline matures, the company will likely expand geographically, increasing risk.   
 

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001604477/18357f6c-b09f-41e3-8ede-310f21f17e1e.pdf
https://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=11,125,739.PN.&OS=PN/11,125,739&RS=PN/11,125,739
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VALUATION 
 
SQZ Biotech has developed a simple and innovative cell engineering technology that offers benefits compared with 
related technologies.  SQZ has engineered APCs, AACs and TACs that can address many disease classes includ-
ing oncology, infectious disease, and autoimmune disease.  SQZ’ lead indication is in human papillomavirus posi-
tive (HPV+) solid tumors that it is targeting with APC, eAPC and AAC candidates.  Our review finds just over 45,000 
HPV+ solid tumor cases per year in the United States and 585,000 in the rest of the world.  After clinical develop-
ment and regulatory approval, we anticipate penetration into the US market to start at 75 basis points (340 cases) in 
2025 rising to a peak of 12 percentage points (5,436 cases) by 2031 where it will remain flat over the duration of our 
forecast.  In international markets we expect commercialization to also begin in 2025 at 75 basis points (4,385 cas-
es), with a peak penetration of 2 percentage points by 2027 (11,694), where it will remain flat over the duration of 
our forecast.  We expect pricing for the cell therapy to begin at $400,000 per year and grow at a 3% inflation rate.  
We see pricing in the rest of the world at $200,000 per year, also growing at 3% annually.  There are several con-
siderations for the royalty calculation and we assume that all programs will be commercialized by a partner.  In our 
model, SQZ will assume no sales and marketing expense and will receive only royalties.  As a share of economic 
value and accounting for the upfronts already received from Roche, we estimate a 30% royalty, which represents 
future milestones and royalties.  We reduce this to a net 25% royalty for the APC platform to reflect estimated 
amounts owed to MIT/Harvard which hold the base patents for Cell Squeeze.   
 
The Hepatitis B virus (HBV) presents an immense market globally, especially in Asia.  In the United States and 
Western Europe, where vaccines have been used for decades, infection rates are low.  However, in the rest of the 
world, the prevalence is high.  Our review of available data guides our prevalence estimate of approximately 
860,000 in the United States, 4.7 million in the EU, with the majority of cases weighted towards Eastern Europe and 
40 million in Asia.  We forecast all of these levels to decline over time (annual reduction of 5% in US, 6% in Europe 
and 2.5% in Asia) as better prevention and vaccines reduce the number of those infected.  SQZ therapy is expected 
to be a cure, which will even further reduce the prevalence when administered.  We reviewed the sales profile of 
drugs that were used for HCV49 which uniformly achieved peak revenues in year two or three then declined after-
wards.  Our assumptions call for a peak of under 2 million treatments in the US in year three of commercialization 
(2029), a peak of 11 million treatments in the EU in year three and a peak of 139 million treatments in year four 
(2030) for Asia.  Pricing in the first year of commercialization is estimated at $300,000 in the US, $200,000 in the 
EU and $100,000 in Asia.   
 
The TAC platform is targeting two indications: celiac disease and type 1 diabetes.  Based on multiple sources, our 
review estimates a prevalence of celiac disease of about 0.75% in the US, which is approximately 2.5 million per-
sons.  Prevalence is increasing and our model assumes a 3% annual rise.  We forecast a multi-year development 
period which is expected to culminate in a 2026 approval and first sales in 2027.  First year penetration is expected 
to be 2.0% of the population rising to 10% by year five.  Pricing is expected to be on low end of the spectrum for 
Cell Squeeze products given the less severe nature of the disease and the low cost alternative of simply avoiding 
gluten.  We select a $60,000 per treatment starting cost which inflates at 3% per year.   
 
Type 1 diabetes affects about 1.6 million persons in the US with 64,000 new cases every year.  We anticipate first 
sales in 2028 of the TAC candidate for this indication.  We forecast a high initial penetration into the population as 
there are no other cures for the disease.  The therapy must be administered prior to the destruction of beta cells, 
therefore, those with long term T1D are not appropriate subjects.  As there are no other cures in the market, we an-
ticipate high initial penetration as both currently and recently diagnosed seek treatment.  Year 1 penetration in 2028 
is expected to be 20% of new cases rising to 80% by year 5, thereafter falling to a steady state 50% where it will 
remain until patent expiry.  Cost savings over the life of a T1D patient will be significant, supporting a treatment 
price of $400,000, which will inflate at 3% per annum.   
 
For the HBV and TAC platform, we estimate a 33% royalty that represents the total economic value from upfronts, 
milestones and royalties.  We estimate the net royalty paid to MIT/Harvard will be minimal as these patents expire in 
2030 and 2031 and the royalty owed to MIT/Harvard can be diluted by additional SQZ-generated IP.  All programs 
are expected to be commercialized by a partner and SQZ will continue as a research and development company 
 
We probability-adjust our forecasts based on the likelihood of success.  Programs are weighted based on their net 
present value.  Our analysis applies a 12% probability of success to each of the HPV programs (AAC, eAPC & 
APC, US & OUS), and 10% probability of success for the celiac and T1D programs.  HBV is a busy space with over 

                                                 
49 This includes Harvoni, Viekira Pak, Daklinza and Mavyret.   
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190 candidates50 in development for treatment and several failures and abandonments for this difficult disease that 
is hard to reach in viral reservoirs.  We apply a 7% chance of success to this program.  This yields an 11.1% overall 
probability of success for the portfolio of indications.  We strongly believe that if the technology is validated in each 
of the platforms, the likelihood of success in the other programs on the same platform is materially improved.   

Research and development costs are expected to reach $68.6 million in 2021, rising modestly over the next few 
years as programs mature and additional preclinical work is completed.  By 2025 our model anticipates a 3% infla-
tion rate for this line item.  General and administrative expenses are estimated at $24.7 million in 2021, rising at a 
high single digit rate until 2025 when we anticipate 3% inflation annually.  Taxes are estimated at 26%, which in-
cludes assessments from both federal and state authorities.   

We employ a discounted cash flow model.  Assumptions include a discount rate of 15% and modest terminal value.  
To our net present value (NPV) we attach a weighted average 11% portfolio-wide probability of regulatory approval 
and ultimate commercialization.   
 
Based on the assumptions identified in our discounted cash flow model, we generate a current valuation of $30.00 
per share. 
 

 

 

                                                 
50 Evaluate, Ltd. Accessed October 2021. Hepatitis B treatment: Pipeline 
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CONCLUSION 

SQZ Biotechnologies Company is founded on a novel approach to cell engineering that addresses many of the 
shortcomings of other methods.  The technology squeezes cells through narrow microfluidic channels, which cre-
ates temporary openings in the cell membrane that allow desired cargo to enter the cytosol through diffusion.  Sub-
stantially broader in its delivery capability compared with other approaches, Cell Squeeze can infuse numerous 
types and sizes of cargo into the cell including nucleic acids, peptides, antibodies among other proteins and is not 
reliant on electrostatic charge or lipophilicity.   

SQZ is advancing three primary therapeutic cell types: APC/eAPC, AAC and TAC.  The lead indication is progress-
ing on the APC/eAPC and AAC platforms and was selected due to the unmet need in HPV+ solid tumors and the 
understanding of the antigens that drive the cancer.  Success in HPV will translate to other indications providing the 
benefits of a true platform technology that is simpler, cheaper and faster than other cell therapies.  We see a global 
addressable market of about 630,000 and strong pricing in this indication.   

Other important candidates in the APC/eAPC and AAC pipeline include chronic hepatitis B virus, other solid and liq-
uid tumors, rapid response vaccines, and KRAS mutant solid tumors.  On the TAC platform, SQZ is advancing two 
immune tolerance candidates in celiac disease and type 1 diabetes.   

The novelty and potential of the Cell Squeeze platform has attracted the attention of big pharma, including Basel, 
Switzerland-based Roche, which has signed multiple deals with SQZ to obtain rights to advance the APC programs 
in oncology.  This has provided validation of the Cell Squeeze platform and financial incentives including research 
and development support, upfronts, milestones and royalties if partnered products are ultimately commercialized.   

SQZ is well capitalized with over $164 million on the balance sheet as of September 30, 2021 and additional mile-
stones anticipated in the near future.  At the anticipated burn rate, this provides two years of funding and is antici-
pated to advance multiple programs past proof of concept stage.   

Key reasons to own SQZ Biotech shares: 

 Cell Squeeze offers solutions in multiple conditions 

o Cancer 

o Autoimmune Disease 

o Infectious Disease 

 Cell Squeeze provides advantages vs conventional delivery methods 

o Reduced cell toxicity and off-target effects 

o Minimal disruption of cellular function 

o Editing efficiencies with preserved function 

o Minimal effect on viability, baseline gene expression & cell function 

o Fewer limitations on diversity of cargo 

 Rapid turnaround time 

o High volume of throughput and 24 hour treatment manufacturing time 

o Vein to vein time of one week 

o Potential for point of care Cell Squeeze instrument 

 High levels of scalability 

o Billions of cells can be engineered in a manufacturing run 

 Enhanced APCs (eAPCs) offer next generation features 

 Inexpensive, high-yield process 

 Global agreement with Roche for candidate development 

Our review of SQZ finds a promising new technology that sidesteps many of the weaknesses of other approaches 
and employs a simple and elegant approach to combine drug delivery, immunotherapy and cell therapy in a way 
that may revolutionize medicine.  While still in early stages, SQZ has substantial potential if future studies continue 
to support the approach.  Based on our assessment, analysis and forecasts we generate a valuation of $30.00 per 
share. 
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      PROJECTED FINANCIALS 

  
SQZ Biotechnologies, Inc. - Income Statement 

 

 SQZ Biotechnologies Co. 2019 A 2020 A Q1 A Q2 A Q3 A Q4 E 2021 E 2022 E 2023 E

Collaboration Revenue $19,318 $20,998 $5,454 $4,539 $4,755 $4,500 $19,248 $18,000 $20,000 

Grant Revenue $791 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Total Revenues ($US) $20,109 $20,998 $5,454 $4,539 $4,755 $4,500 $19,248 $18,000 $20,000 
Research & Development $36,102 $51,545 $14,740 $17,682 $20,520 $15,660 $68,602 $67,250 $69,500 

General & Administrative $18,272 $20,511 $6,120 $5,933 $6,691 $6,000 $24,744 $26,005 $28,240 

Income from operations ($34,265) ($51,058) ($15,406) ($19,076) ($22,456) ($17,160) ($74,098) ($75,255) ($77,740)
Interest Income $2,070 $550 $9 $11 $8 $5 $33 $50 $50 

Other Income ($7) ($13) ($2) ($5) ($2) $0 ($9) $0 $0 

Pre-Tax Income ($32,202) ($50,521) ($15,399) ($19,070) ($22,450) ($17,155) ($74,074) ($75,205) ($77,690)
Provision for Income Tax $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Tax R ate 0 .0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Net Income ($32,202) ($50,521) ($15,399) ($19,070) ($22,450) ($17,155) ($74,074) ($75,205) ($77,690)

Reported EPS ($18.89) ($9.35) ($0.59) ($0.68) ($0.80) ($0.60) ($2.68) ($2.63) ($2.22)
Basic Shares Outstanding 1,705 5,402 26,264 27,920 28,050 28,520 27,688 28,628 35,000 

Source: Company Filing  / /  Zacks  Inves tment R esearch, Inc. Es timates                                                                      
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     HISTORICAL STOCK PRICE  
 

SQZ Biotechnologies, Inc. – Share Price Chart51 

 

 

                                                 
51 Source: Zacks Research System 
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